Evaluation

(…) The following should give you an idea of how I will assign points.

20-19 points: Your report is thorough and carefully compiled; your observations are nicely detailed and organized. Your reflections are critically engaged (with course readings and class discussions), insightful (regarding your experience and observations), and well-structured. Your supplemental materials provide evidence of a committed participation and accounting. Your prose is compelling and articulate.

18-17 points: Your report is informative and suitably compiled. Your observations are sufficiently detailed and organized. Your reflections are engaged (with course readings and class discussions), open onto insightful commentary (regarding your experience and observations), and are generally well-structured. Your supplemental materials provide solid evidence of your participation and accounting. Your prose is solid, i.e., clear and concise (but not quite sophisticated).

16-15 points: You have completed a report. Your observations are adequate both in their detail and their organization. Your reflections provide evidence of engagement (even as they may not be sufficiently critical) and are moderately organized. You may provide some insightful commentary but you seem to struggle with the ideas from the course. Your prose style is readable.

14-13 points: You submit a report with supplemental materials, but these are less than complete and/or only moderately attentive to specific details. Your reflections are scattered or rambling and are superficial, pursuing no particular line of engagement. Your prose style is truncated and/or syntactically and grammatically troubled.

12-0 points: You didn’t hand in the assignment at all [0 points], or what you have submitted is unfortunately incomplete and/or not at all engaged with the course materials.